
Milo Smiley 
Game Writer + Storyteller 

Education	 


University of Southern California, Los Angeles — School of Cinematic Arts | Graduating December 2020  
Bachelor of Arts in Interactive Media and Game Design | Minor in Screenwriting | GPA: 3.8


Experience


Project Ginkgo | Narrative Lead | 23-person Team      Apr. 2019 - Present 
Unannounced USC Games Advanced Games Capstone Project. 
✦ Writing gameplay scripts, narrative outlines, and VO scripts alongside designers and creative director.

✦ Creating and presenting high level story treatments to USC Games faculty for feedback and iteration.

✦ Designing narratively significant spaces that naturally incorporate into design’s puzzles and levels.

✦ Coordinating and giving feedback in VO sessions.


Zafir: A Tactical RPG | Freelance Writer        Jan.2020 - Feb.2020 
A fantasy tabletop RPG set in a world of airships, magic, and strategic gunfighting action. 
✦ Wrote short story to introduce players to the world in an accessible, entertaining manner.

✦ Consolidated 100+ pages of high level lore into an organic, digestible piece.

✦ Provided feedback to writing team on internal lore documents and other short stories.


Insomniac Games - Unannounced Project | Writing Intern May 2019 - Aug. 2019 
✦ Wrote mission dialogue, gameplay scripts, a collectible miniseries, menu content, and emergent barks.

✦   Collaborated with designers on emergent narrative design and dialogue implementation.

✦   Gave and received feedback from the writing team on story treatments, gameplay scripts, and cinematics.

✦   Participated in PCAP and VO sessions as an advocate for my work.


EMPATH | Narrative Lead | 30-person Team Apr. 2018 - May 2019 
VR action game about casting spells with gestural movements.	  
✦ Led department in crafting storyline for 20 minutes of gameplay.

✦ Organized and gave direction in VO sessions, crafting a VO-specific script for actors.

✦ Helped redesign narrative structure to more accurately match our scope trajectory.


As it Is | Lead Writer | Narrative Designer | 9-person Team  Dec. 2017 - Present 
2-D Narrative Adventure game about communication.  
✦ Designed a multi-linear narrative spanning 50+ minutes of gameplay and a cast of >12 unique characters. 

✦ Wrote and implemented >20,000 words of dialogue and item descriptions and scripted all cutscenes. 

✦ Collaboratively designed 2 platforming mini games with narrative elements distinct to each character. 

milosmiley.dev 

msmiley@usc.edu | (813)-545-4814 

linkedin.com/in/msmileygames 

Skills

✦ 6+ years of experience as a media writer; 5 narrative works and 11 experiences published. 
✦ Skills: Narrative design, creative writing/editing, matching style, screenwriting, collaboration + teamwork 
✦ Software: Final Draft, Office Apps, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Premiere, Jira, Confluence, Excel Macros, Maya 

Dedicated to creating entertaining stories that connect to hearts and minds. 
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